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Newly Edited and Updated Version (Third Edition) for Unity 2020Learn C# with Unity, and create
a full FPS game without the headachesWithout this book, most people spend too long trying to
learn C# with Unity the hard way. This book is the only one that will get you to learn Unity fast
without wasting so much time. It includes twelve chapters that painlessly teach you the
necessary skills to create an FPS game and to learn intermediate C# and Unity
techniques.What you will learnAfter completing this book, you will be able to:Use Unity's built-in
methods.Use Rigidbody physics to propel airborne objects.Use a Finite State Machine to create
intelligent NPCs.Manage 3D animations for the NPCs.Create NPCs who can chase the
player.Create and manage weapons and ammunition for the player.Create a 2D scrolling
shooter.Create a card-guessing game.Create a 2D puzzle game.Content and structure of this
bookThe content of the books is as follows:In Chapter 1, you will learn key C# programming
concepts such as variables, variable types, polymorphism, or constructors.In Chapter 2, you will
code and compile your first script in C#.In Chapter 3, you will create a simple 3D game where
the user has to reach the end of the level by avoiding projectiles from intelligent robots.In
Chapter 4, you will create a gun and a grenade launcher that the player can use to defeat
enemies.In Chapter 5, you will start to use Mecanim and NavMesh navigation to control an
animated character that detects, follows, or attacks the player.In Chapter 6, you will combine the
skills that you have acquired in the previous chapters to create a fully functional level where the
player needs to escape a level full of armed NPCs. You will also learn how to generate a game
level dynamically from your code.In Chapter 7, you will create a simple 2D scrolling shooter.In
Chapter 8, you will improve your game by adding explosions and a scrolling background.In
Chapter 9, you will add intelligent spaceships that attack the player.In Chapter 10, you will
include a shield to the player's spaceship, along with other interesting features (e.g., sound FX,
a scoring system, etc).In Chapter 11, you will create a card-guessing game.In Chapter 12, you
will create a 2D puzzle game.Chapter 13 summarizes the topics covered in the book.If you want
to create FPS games, 2D Shooters, Card Games and Puzzles with Unity using a tried-and-
tested method: download this book now!
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Audio11 Creating a Card Guessing GameIntroductionSetting-up the interfaceCreating a game
managerAdding multiple cards automaticallyAssociating the correct image to each cardShuffling
the cardsAllowing the player to choose cards from each rowChecking for a matchLevel
Roundup12 Creating a Puzzle GameIntroductionCreating and moving a piece of the
puzzleDropping the tile to a placeholderUsing multiple placeholdersUsing and slicing a full
image to create the puzzle piecesGenerating sprites at run-timeLevel Roundup13 Frequently
Asked QuestionsC# ScriptsRigid BodiesUsing prefabsFinite State MachinesNavmesh
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Gameplay14 Thank youPrefaceAfter teaching Unity for over 4 years, I always thought it could be



great to find a book that could get my students started with Unity in a few hours and that showed
them how to master the core functionalities offered by this fantastic software.Many of the books
that I found were too short and did not provide enough details on the why behind the actions
recommended and taken; other books were highly theoretical, and I found that they lacked
practicality and that they would not get my students’ full attention. In addition, I often found that
game development may be preferred by those with a programming background but that those
with an Arts background, even if they wanted to get to know how to create games, often had to
face the issue of learning to code for the first time.As a result, I started to consider a format that
would cover both: be approachable (even to the students with no programming background),
keep students highly motivated and involved using an interesting project, cover the core
functionalities available in Unity to get started with game programming, provide answers to
common questions, and also provide, if need be, a considerable amount of details for some
topics.This book series entitled From Zero to Proficiency does just this. In this book series, you
have the opportunity to play around with Unity’s core features, and essentially those that will
make it possible to create an interesting 3D game rapidly. After reading this book series, you
should find it easier to use Unity and its core functionalities.This book series assumes no prior
knowledge on the part of the reader, and it will get you started on Unity so that you quickly
master all the wonderful features that this software provides by going through an easy learning
curve. By completing each chapter, and by following step-by-step instructions, you will
progressively improve your skills, become more proficient in Unity, and create a survival game
using Unity’s core features in terms of programming (C# and JavaScript), game design, and
drag and drop features.In addition to understanding and being able to master Unity’s core
features, you will also create a game that includes many of the common techniques found in
video games, including: level design, object creation, textures, collision detection, lights, weapon
creation, character animations, particles, artificial intelligence, and a user interface.Throughout
this book series, you will create a game that includes both indoor and outdoor environments,
where the player needs to finds its way out of the former through tunnels, escalators, traps, and
other challenges, avoid or eliminate enemies using weapons (i.e., gun or grenades), drive a car
or pilot an aircraft.You will learn how to create customized menus and simple user interfaces
using Unity’s UI system, and animate and give (artificial) intelligence to Non-Player Characters
(NPCs) who will be able to follow your character using Mecanim and Navmesh
navigation.Content Covered by this BookPart 1: Introduction to C#Chapter 1, Introduction to C#,
provides an introduction to C# and to core principles that will help you to get started. It explains
key programming concepts such as variables, variable types, polymorphism, constructors, or
methods as well as best practices for C# programming within Unity.Chapter 2, Creating your
First Script, helps you to code your first script in C#. It explains common coding mistakes and
errors in Unity, and how to avoid them easily. It also goes through some common error
messages for beginners, and explains what they mean and how they can be avoided easily.Part
2: 3D Games Creation (First-Person Shooter)Chapter 3, Adding Simple AI, gets you to use C#



for the creation of a simple launcher. You will learn to instantiate, use and control Rigidbody
objects from your script as well as creating explosions.Chapter 4, Creating and Managing
Weapons, explains how you can create and manage weapons using a simple inventory system.
You will create an automatic gun and a grenade launcher, manage the collection of
ammunitions, and also implement a user interface to keep track of ammunitions. In addition, you
will also learn how to include these as prefabs, so that they can be reused in other levels, and to
save you some coding too.Chapter 5, Using Finite State Machines, provides an in-depth
explanation of how to create and use Finite State Machines (FSM) in Unity. You will create your
FSM and use it to control the behavior and movement of an animated Non-Player Character. You
will also learn how to employ NavMesh navigation so that your animated NPCs can navigate
easily within the scene to either follow the player or go to a specific location. Finally, you will
learn how to optimize your assets so that they can be reused seamlessly in other scenes with no
or little changes.Chapter 6, Putting it All Together, makes it possible to combine the skills you
have acquired in the previous chapters, and to reuse and combine all the objects that you have
created so far (e.g., NPCs, weapons, inventory systems, ammunitions, etc.), and the concepts
(e.g., FSM, NavMesh, RigidBody components, User Interface, etc.) that you have mastered, to
create a fully functional level. You will also get to learn how to generate a maze (or a game level)
dynamically from your code.Chapter 6, Putting it All Together, makes it possible to combine the
skills you have acquired in the previous chapters, and to reuse and combine all the objects that
you have created so far (e.g., NPCs, weapons, inventory systems, ammunitions, etc.), and the
concepts (e.g., FSM, NavMesh, RigidBody components, User Interface, etc.) that you have
mastered, to create a fully functional level. You will also get to learn how to generate a maze (or a
game level) dynamically from your code.Part 3: 2D Games Creation (Space Shooter)Chapter 7,
Creating a 2D Shooter, explains how to create a simple 2D shooter where the player will pilot a
space ship, avoid asteroids, and destroy enemies, using an arcade-style vertical scrolling
shooter.Chapter 8, Creating a 2D Shooter (Part2): Adding Special Effects, explains how to add
explosions and a scrolling background to make the game more realistic.Chapter 9 , Creating a
2D Shooter (Part 3): Adding AI and Weapons, explains how you can include intelligent enemies
that shoot at the player based on their field of view.Chapter 9 , Creating a 2D Shooter (Part 4):
Adding AI and Sound, explains how you can include a shield to the player, along with audio, a
better AI, and a scoring system.Part 4: 2D Games Creation (Puzzle Games)Chapter 11 ,
Creating a Card Guessing Game , explains how you can create a simple card-guessing.Chapter
12 , Creating a Puzzle Game, explains how you can create a 2D puzzle game where you need to
move and arrange 2D pieces in the right location to complete the puzzle.Chapter 13
summarizes the topics covered in the book and provides you with more information on the next
steps.What you Need to Use this BookTo complete the project presented in this book, you only
need Unity 2019, or a more recent version, and to also ensure that your computer and its
operating system comply with Unity’s requirements. Unity can be downloaded from the official
website (), and before downloading, you can check that your computer is up to scratch on the



following page: . At the time of writing this book, the following operating systems are supported
by Unity for development: Windows XP (i.e., SP2+, 7 SP1+), Windows 8, and Mac OS X 10.6+.
In terms of graphics card, most cards produced after 2004 should be suitable.In terms of
computer skills, all knowledge introduced in this book will assume no prior programming
experience from the reader. So for now, you only need to be able to perform common computer
tasks, such as downloading items, opening and saving files, be comfortable with dragging and
dropping items and typing, and relatively comfortable with Unity’s interface. This being said,
because the focus of this book is on scripting, and while all steps are explained step-by-step,
you may need to be relatively comfortable with Unity’s interface, as well as creating and
transforming objects.So, if you would prefer to become more comfortable with Unity prior to
starting scripting, you can download the first book in the series called or its sequel called . These
books cover most of the shortcuts and views available in Unity, as well as how to perform
common tasks in Unity such as creating objects, transforming objects, importing assets, using
navigation controllers, creating scripts or exporting the game to the web. They also explain some
of the key features available in Unity along with good coding practices.Who this Book is forIf you
can answer yes to all these questions, then this book is for you:1. Are you a total beginner in
Unity or programming?2. Would you like to become proficient in the core functionalities offered
by Unity?3. Would you like to teach students or help your child to understand how to create
games, using coding in C#?4. Would you like to start creating great 3D and 2D games?5.
Although you may have had some prior exposure to Unity, would you like to delve more into
Unity and understand its core functionalities in more detail?Who this Book is not forIf you can
answer yes to all these questions, then this book is not for you:1. Can you already code in C#
and implement Artificial Intelligence or manage animated characters through coding in Unity?2.
Can you already easily code a 3D game with Unity, using C#, with built-in objects, controllers,
cameras, lights, terrains, AI-driven non-player characters, and weapons?3. Are you looking for
a reference book on Unity programming?4. Are you an experienced (or at least advanced)
Unity user?If you can answer yes to all four questions, you may instead look for the next book in
the series called Unity from Zero to Proficiency (Advanced). To see the content and the topics
covered in this book, you can check the official website ().How you will Learn from this
BookBecause all students learn differently and have different expectations of a course, this book
is designed to ensure that all readers find a learning mode that suits them. Therefore, it includes
the following:A list of the learning objectives at the start of each chapter so that readers have a
snapshot of the skills that will be covered.Each section includes an overview of the activities
covered.Many of the activities are step-by-step, and learners are also given the opportunity to
engage in deeper learning and problem-solving skills through the challenges offered at the end
of each chapter.Each chapter ends-up with a quiz and challenges through which you can put
your skills (and knowledge acquired) into practice, and see how much you know. Challenges
consist in coding, debugging, or creating new features based on the knowledge that you have
acquired in the chapter.The book focuses on the core skills that you need; some sections also



go into more detail; however, once concepts have been explained, links are provided to
additional resources, where necessary.The code is introduced progressively and is explained in
detail.You also gain access to several videos that help you along the way, especially for the most
challenging topics.Format of each Chapter and Writing ConventionsThroughout this book, and
to make reading and learning easier, text formatting and icons will be used to highlight parts of
the information provided and to make it more readable.The full solution for the project presented
in this book is available for download on the official website (). So if you need to skip a section,
you can do so; you can also download the solution for the previous chapter that you have
skipped.Special NotesEach chapter includes resource sections, so that you can further your
understanding and mastery of Unity; these include:A quiz for each chapter: these quizzes
usually include 10 questions that test your knowledge of the topics covered throughout the
chapter. The solutions are provided on the companion website.A checklist: it consists of
between 5 and 10 key concepts and skills that you need to be comfortable with before
progressing to the next chapter.Challenges: each chapter includes a challenge section where
you are asked to combine your skills to solve a particular problem.Author’s notes appear as
described below:Author’s suggestions appear in this box.Code appears as described
below:public int score;public string playersName = “Sam”;Checklists that include the important
points covered in the chapter appear as described below:Item1 for check listItem2 for check
listItem3 for check listHow Can You Learn Best from this BookTalk to your friends about what
you are doing.We often think that we understand a topic until we have to explain it to friends and
answer their questions. By explaining your different projects, what you just learned will become
clearer to you.Do the exercises.All chapters include exercises that will help you to learn by doing.
In other words, by completing these exercises, you will be able to better understand the topic
and gain practical skills (i.e., rather than just reading).Don’t be afraid of making mistakes.I
usually tell my students that making mistakes is part of the learning process; the more mistakes
you make and the more opportunities you have for learning. At the start, you may find the errors
disconcerting, or that the engine does not work as expected until you understand what went
wrong.Export your games early.It is always great to build and export your first game. Even if it is
rather simple, it is always good to see it in a browser and to be able to share it with you
friends.Learn in chunks.It may be disconcerting to go through five or six chapters straight, as it
may lower your motivation. Instead, give yourself enough time to learn, go at your own pace, and
learn in small units (e.g., between 15 and 20 minutes per day). This will do at least two things for
you: it will give your brain the time to “digest” the information that you have just learned, so that
you can start fresh the following day. It will also make sure that you don’t “burn-out” and that you
keep your motivation levels high.FeedbackWhile I have done everything possible to produce a
book of high quality and value, I always appreciate feedback from readers so that the book can
be improved accordingly. If you would like to give feedback, you can email me at
learntocreategames@gmail.com.Downloading the Solutions for the BookTo complete the
activities presented in this book you need to download the startup pack on the companion



website; it consists of free resources that you will need to complete your projects, including
bonus material that will help you along the way (e.g., cheat sheets, introductory videos, code
samples, and much more).These resources also include the final completed project so that you
can see how your project should look like in the end.Amongst other things, the resources for this
book include:All the C# scripts used in this book.Cheat sheets with tips on how to use Unity.3D
characters and animation that you can use in Unity.A library of over 40 tutorials (video or text).To
download these resources, please do the following:Open the following link:Select this book
(“Unity from Zero to Proficiency - Intermediate”).On the new page, click on the link labelled
“Book Files”, or scroll down to the bottom of the page.In the section called “Download your Free
Resource Pack”, enter your email address and your first name, and click on the button labeled
“Yes, I want to receive my bonus pack”.After a few seconds, you should receive a link to your
free start-up pack.When you receive the link, you can download all the resources to your
computer.Improving the BookAlthough great care was taken in checking the content of this
book, I am human, and some errors could remain in the book. As a result, it would be great if you
could let me know of any issue or error you may have come across in this book, so that it can be
solved and the book updated accordingly. To report an error, you can email me
(learntocreategames@gmail.com) with the following information:Name of the book.The page or
section where the error was detected.Describe the error and also what you think the correction
should be.Once your email is received, the error will be checked, and, in the case of a valid
error, it will be corrected and the book page will be updated to reflect the changes
accordingly.Supporting the AuthorA lot of work has gone into this book and it is the fruit of long
hours of preparation, brainstorming, and finally writing. As a result, I would ask that you do not
distribute any illegal copies of this book.This means that if a friend wants a copy of this book, s/
he will have to buy it through the official channels (i.e., through Ebook Tops, lulu.com, or the
book’s official website: ).If some of your friends are interested in the book, you can refer them to
the book’s official website () where they can either buy the book, enter a monthly draw to be in
for a chance of receiving a free copy of the book, or to be notified of future promotional
offers.1Introduction to Programming in C#In this section we will discover C# programming
principles and concepts, so that you can start programming in the next chapter. If you have
already coded using C# (or a similar language), or read the second book in the series (i.e.,
Beginner), you can skip this chapter.After completing this chapter, you will be able
to:Understand Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) concepts when coding in C#.Become
familiar with and understand the concepts of variables, methods, and scope.Understand key
best practices for coding, especially in C#.Understand how to use conditional statements and
decision making structures.Understand the concept of loops.IntroductionWhen coding in Unity,
you are communicating with the Game Engine and asking it to perform actions. To communicate
with the system, you are using a language or a set of words bound by a syntax that the computer
and you know. This language consists of keywords, key phrases, and a syntax that ensures that
your instructions are understood properly. In computer science, this sentence needs to be exact,



precise, unambiguous, and with a correct syntax. In other words, it needs to be exact. The
syntax is a set of rules that are followed when writing code in C#. In addition to its syntax, C#
programming also uses classes; so your scripts will be saved as classes.In the next section, we
will learn how to use this syntax. If you have already coded in JavaScript or other object-oriented
programming languages, some of the information provided in the rest of this chapter may look
familiar and this prior exposure to programming will definitely help you.This being said,
JavaScript and C#, despite some relative similarities, are quite different in many aspects (e.g.,
variable declaration, function declaration, etc.).When scripting in C#, you will be using a
combination of the following:Classes.Objects.Statements.Comments.Variables.Constants.Opera
tors.Assignments.Data types.Methods.Decision making structures.Loops.Inheritance (more
advanced).Polymorphism (more advanced).Operator overloading (more
advanced).Interfaces.Name spaces.Events.Comparisons.Type conversions.Reserved
words.Messages to the console windows.Declarations.Calls to methods.The list may look a bit
intimidating but, not to worry, we will explore these in the next sections, and you will get to know
and use them smoothly using hands-on examples.StatementsWhen you write a piece of C#
code, you need to ask the system to execute your instructions (e.g., print information) using
statements. A statement is literally an order or something you ask the system to do. For example,
in the next line of code, the statement will tell Unity to print a message in the Console
window:print (“Hello Word”);When writing statements, there are a few rules that you need to
know:Order of statements: each statement is executed in the order it appears in the script. For
example, in the next example, the code will print hello, then world; this is because the associated
statements are in that particular sequence.print (“hello”);print (“world”);Statements are
separated by semi-colons (i.e., semi-colon at the end of each statement).Note that several
statements can be added on the same line, as long as they are separated by a semi-colon.For
example, the next line of code has a correct syntax.print(“hello”); print (“world”);Multiple spaces
are ignored for statements; however, it is good practice to add spaces around the operators
such as +, -, /, or % for clarity. For example, in the next example, we say that a is equal to b.
There is a space both before and after the operator =.a = b;Statements to be executed together
(e.g., based on the same condition) can be grouped using what is usually referred to as code
blocks. In C# (as for JavaScript), code blocks are symbolized by curly brackets (e.g., { or }). So,
in other words, if you needed to group several statements, we would include them all within the
same set of curly brackets, as follows:{ print (“hello stranger!”); print (“today, we will learn about
scripting”);}As we have seen earlier, a statement usually employs or starts with a keyword (i.e., a
word that the computer understands). All these keywords have a specific purpose and the most
common ones (at this stage) are used for:Printing a message in the Console window: the
keyword is print.Declaring a variable: the keyword depends on the type of the variable (e.g., int
for integers, string for text, bool for Boolean variables, etc.) and we will see more about these in
the next sections.Declaring a method: the keyword depends on the type of the data returned by
the method. For example, in C#, the name of a method is preceded by the keyword int when the



method returns an integer, string when the method returns a string, or void when the method
does not return any information.What is called a method in C# is what used to be called a
function in JavaScript; these terms (i.e., function and method) differ in at least two ways: in C#
you need to specify the type of the data returned by this method, and the keyword function is not
used anymore in C# for this purpose. We will see more about this topic in the next
sections.Marking a block of instructions to be executed based on a condition: the keywords are
if…else.Exiting a function: the keyword is return.CommentsIn C#, you can use comments to
explain the code and to make it more readable. This becomes important as the size of your code
increases; and it is also important if you work in a team, so that the other team members can
understand your code and make amendments in the right places, if and when it is needed.The
code that is commented it is not executed. There are two ways to comment your code in C#: you
can use single or multi-line comments.In single-line comments, a double forward slash is added
at the start of a line or after a statement, so that this line (or part thereof) is commented, as
illustrated in the next code snippet.//the next line prints Hello in the console windowprint
(“Hello”);//the next line declares the variable namestring name;name = “Hello”;//sets the value of
the variable nameIn multi-line comments, any text between /* and */ will be commented and not
executed. This is also refereed as comment blocks, as illustrated in the next code snippet./* the
next line after the comments prints hello in the console windowwe then declare the variable
name and assign a value to it*/print(“Hello”);string name;name = “Hello”;//sets the value of the
variable name//print (“Hello World”)/* string name; name = “My Name”;*/In addition to providing
explanations about your code, you can also use comments to prevent part of your code to be
executed. This is very useful when you would like to debug your code and find where the errors
or bugs might be, using a very simple method. By commenting sections of your code, and by
using a process of elimination, you can usually find the issue quickly. For example, you can
comment all the code and run the script, then comment half the code, and run the script. If it
works, it means that the error is within the code that has been commented, and if it does not
work, it means that the error is in the code that has not been commented. In the first case (if the
code works), we could then just comment half of the portion of the code that has already been
commented. So, by successively commenting more specific areas of our code, we can get to
discover what part of the code includes the bug. This process is often called dichotomy as we
successively divide a code section into two. It is usually effective to debug your code because
the number of iterations (dividing part of the code in two) is more predictable and also potentially
less time-consuming. For example, for 100 lines of codes, we can successively narrow down the
issue to 50, 25, 12, 6, and 3 lines and therefore use 5 to 6 iterations in this case, rather than of
going through the whole 100 lines of code.VariablesA variable is a container. It includes a value
that may change overtime. When using variables, we usually need to: (1) declare the variable by
specifying its type, (2) assign a value to this variable, and (3) possibly combine this variable with
other variables using operators. This is illustrated in the next code snippet.int myAge;//we
declare the variablemyAge = 20;// we set the variable to 20myAge = myAge + 1; //we add 1 to



the variable myAgeIn the previous example, we have declared a variable myAge, its type is int
(integer), we set it to 20 and we then add 1 to it.Note that, contrary to JavaScript where the
keyword var is used to declare a variable, in C# the variable is declared using its type followed
by its name. As we will see later, we will also need to use what is called an access modifier in
order to specify how this variable can be accessed.Note that in the previous code we have
assigned the value myAge + 1 to myAge; the = operator is an assignment operator; in other
words, it is there to assign a value to a variable and is not to be understood in a strict algebraic
sense (i.e., that the values or variables on both sides of the = sign are equal).To make coding
easier and leaner, in C# you can declare multiple variables of the same type in the same
statement. For example, in the next code snippet, we declare three variables, v1, v2, and v3 in
one statement. This is because they are all integers.int v1,v2,v3;int v4 = 4, v5 = 5, v6 = 6;In the
previous code, the first line is used to declare the variables v1, v2, and v3. All three variables are
integers. In the second line, not only do we declare three other variables simultaneously, but we
also initialize them by setting a value.When using variables, there are a few things that we need
to determine including their name, their type and their scope:Name of a variable: A variable is
usually given a unique name so that it can be identified uniquely. The name of a variable is
usually referred to as an identifier; it can contain letters, digits, a minus, an underscore or a dollar
sign, and it usually begins with a letter. Identifiers cannot be keywords. For example, the keyword
if cannot be a variable name.Type of variable: variables can hold several types of data including
numbers (e.g., integers, doubles or floats), text (i.e., strings or characters), Boolean values (e.g.,
true or false), arrays, objects (i.e., we will see this concept later in this chapter) or GameObjects
(i.e., any object included in your scene), as illustrated in the next code snippet.string myName =
“Patrick”;//the text is declared using double quotesint currentYear = 2015;//the year needs no
decimals and is declared as an integerfloat width = 100.45f;//width is declared as a float (i.e.,
with decimals)Variable declaration: a variable needs to be declared so that the system knows
what you are referring to if you use it in your code. A variable needs to be declared before it can
be used. At the declaration stage, the variable does not have to be assigned a value, as this can
be done later, as illustrated in the next code snippet.string myName;myName = “My Name”;In
the previous example, we declare a variable called myName and then assign the value “My
Name” to it.Scope of a variable: a variable can be accessed (i.e., referred to) in specific contexts
that depend on where in the script the variable was initially declared. We will look at this concept
later.Accessibility level: as we will see later, a C# programme consists of classes; for each of
these classes, the methods and variables within can be accessed depending on accessibility
levels. We will look at this principle later on (there is no need for any confusion at this
stage :-)).Common variable types include:String: same as text.Int: integer (1, 2, 3, etc.).Boolean:
true or false.Float: with a fractional value (e.g., 1.2f, 3.4f, etc.).Arrays: a group of variables of the
same type. If this is unclear, not to worry, this concept will be explained further in this
chapter.GameObject: a game object (any game object in your scene).ArraysSometimes arrays
can be used to make your code leaner, by applying features and similar behaviors to a wide



range of data.As we will see in this section, arrays can help to declare less variables (for
variables storing the same type of information) and to also access them more easily.When
creating arrays, you can create single-dimensional arrays and multidimensional arrays.Let’s look
at the simplest form of arrays: single-dimensional arrays. For this concept, we can take the
analogy of a group of 10 people who all have a name. If we wanted to store this information
using a string variable, we would need to declare (and set) ten different variables.string
name1;string name2; ...While this code is perfectly fine, it would be great to store these in only
one variable. For this purpose, we could use an array. An array is comparable to a list of
elements that we access using an index. This index usually starts at 0 for the first element in the
list.So let’s see how we could do this with an array; first we could declare the array as
follows:string [] names;You will probably notice the syntax dataType [] nameofTheArray. The
syntax string [] means that we declare an array of string values.Then we could initialize the array,
as we would normally do with any variable:names = new string [10];In the previous code, we just
say that our new array called names will include 10 string variables.We can then store
information in this array as described in the next code snippet.names [0] = “Paul”;names [1] =
“Mary”;...names [9] = “Pat”;In the previous code, we store the name Paul as the first element in
the array (remember the index starts at 0); we store the second element (with the index 1) as
Mary, as well as the last element (index is 9), Pat.Note that for an array of size n, the index of the
first element is 0 and the index of the last element is n-1. So for an array of size 10, the index for
the first element is 0, and the index of the last element is 9.If you were to use arrays of integers
or floats, or any other type of data, the process would be similar.Now, one of the cool things you
can do with arrays is that you can initialize your array in one line, saving you from the headaches
of writing 10 lines of code if you have 10 variables, as illustrated in the next example.string []
names = new string [10] {“Paul”,”Mary”,”John”,“Mark”, “Eva”,”Pat”,”Sinead”,”Elma”,”Flaithri”,
“Eleanor”};This is very handy, as you will see in the next chapters, and this should definitely save
you time coding.Now that we have looked into single-dimensional arrays, let’s look at
multidimensional arrays, which can also be very handy when storing information. This type of
array (i.e., multidimensional array) can be compared to a building with several floors, and on
each floor, several apartments. So let’s say that we would like to store the number of tenants for
each apartment; we would, in this case, create variables that would store this number for each of
these apartments.The first solution would be to create variables that store the number of tenants
for each of these apartments with a variable that makes reference to the floor, and the number of
the apartment. For example, ap0_1 could be for the first apartment on the ground floor, ap0_2,
would then be for the second apartment on the ground floor, ap1_1, would then be for the first
apartment on the first floor, and ap1_2, would then be for the second apartment on the first floor.
So in term of coding, we could have the following:int ap0_1 = 0;int ap0_2 = 0;…Using arrays
instead we could do the following:int [,] apArray = new int [10,10];apArray [0,1] = 0;apArray [0,2]
= 0;print (apArray[0,1]);In the previous code:We declare our array. int [,] means an array that has
two dimensions; in other words, we say that any element in this array will be defined and



accessed based on two parameters: the floor level and the number of this apartment on that
level.We also specify a size (or maximum) for each of these parameters. The maximum number
of floors (level) will be 10, and the maximum number of apartment per floor will be 10. So, for
this example we can define levels, from level 0 to level 9 (that would be 10 levels), and from
apartment 0 to apartment 9 (that would be 10 apartment).The last line of code prints (in the
Console window) the value of the first element of the array.One of the other interesting things
with arrays is that, using a loop, you can write a single line of code to access all the elements of
this array, and hence, write more efficient code.ConstantsSo far we have looked at variables and
how you can store and access them seamlessly. The assumption then was that a value may
change over time, and that this value would be stored in a variable. However, there may be times
when you know that a value will remain constant. For example, you may want to define labels
that refer to values that should not change over time, and in this case, you could use constants.
Let me explain: let’s say that the player may have three choices in the game (e.g., referred to as
0, 1, and 2) and that you don’t really want to remember these values, or that you would like to
use a way that makes it easier to refer to them. Let’s look at the following code:int userChoice =
2;if (userChoice == 0) print (“you have decided to restart”);if (userChoice == 1) print (“you have
decided to stop the game”);if (userChoice == 2) print (“you have decided to pause the game”);In
the previous code:The variable userChoice is an integer and is set to 2.We then check its value
and print a message accordingly.Now, you may or may not remember that 0 corresponds to
restarting the game; the same applies to the other two values. So instead, we could use
constants to make it easier to remember (and use) these values. Let’s look at the equivalent
code with the use of constants.const int CHOICE_RESTART = 0;const int CHOICE_STOP =
1;const int CHOICE_PAUSE = 2;int userChoice = 2;if (userChoice == CHOICE_RESTART) print
(“you have decided to restart”);if (userChoice == CHOICE_STOP) print (“you have decided to
stop the game”);if (userChoice == CHOICE_PAUSE) print (“you have decided to pause the
game”);In the previous code:We declare three constants.These constants are then used to
check the choice made by the user.In the next example, we use a constant to calculate a tax
rate; this is a good practice as the same value will be used across the programme with no or little
room for errors when it comes to using the exact same tax rate across the code.const float
VAT_RATE = 0.21f;float priceBeforeVat = 23.0ffloat priceAfterVat = priceBeforeVat *
VAT_RATE;In the previous code:We declare a constant float for the VAT rate.We declare a float
variable for the item’s price before the VAT.We calculate the amount of tax.It is a very good
coding practice to use constants for values that don’t change across your programme. Using
constants makes your code more readable; it saves work when you need to change a value in
your code, and it also decreases possible occurrences of errors (e.g., for
calculations).OperatorsOnce we have declared and assigned values to a variable, we can use
operators to modify or combine variables. There are different types of operators including:
arithmetic operators, assignment operators, comparison operators and logical
operators.Arithmetic operators are used to perform arithmetic operations including additions,



subtractions, multiplications, or divisions. Common arithmetic operators include +, -, *, /, or %
(modulo).int number1 = 1;// the variable number1 is declaredint number2 = 1;// the variable
number2 is declaredint sum = number1 + number2;// adding two numbers and store them in
sumint sub = number1 - number2;// subtracting two numbers and store them in subAssignment
operators can be used to assign a value to a variable and include =, +=, -=, *=, /= or %=.int
number1 = 1;int number2 = 1;number1+=1; //same as number1 = number1 + 1;number1-=1; //
same as number1 = number1 - 1;number1*=1; //same as number1 = number1 * 1;number1/=1; //
same as number1 = number1 / 1;number1%=1; //same as number1 = number1 % 1;Note that
the + operator, when used with strings, will concatenate strings (i.e., add them one after the
other to create a new string). When used with a number and a string, the same will apply (for
example “Hello”+1 will result in “Hello1”).Comparison operators are often used for conditions to
compare two values; comparison operators include ==, !=, >, <, >= and >=.if (number1 ==
number2); //if number1 equals number2if (number1 != number2); //if number1 and number2
have different valuesif (number1 > number2); //if number1 is greater than number2if (number1
>= number2); //if number1 is greater than or equal to number2if (number1 < number2); //if
number1 is less than number2if (number1 <= number2); //if number1 is less than or equal to
number2Conditional statementsStatements can be performed based on a condition, and in this
case, they are called conditional statements. The syntax is usually as follows:If (condition)
statement;This means if the condition is verified (or true) then (and only then) the statement is
executed. When we assess a condition, we test whether a declaration is true. For example, by
typing if (a == b), we mean “if it is true that a equals b”. Similarly, if we type if (a>=b) we mean “if
it is true that a is greater than or equal to b”As we will see later on, we can also combine
conditions. For example, we can decide to perform a statement if two (or more) conditions are
true. For example, by typing if (a == b && c == 2) we mean “if a equals b and c equals 2”. In this
case, using the operator && means AND, and that both conditions will need to be true. We could
compare this to making a decision on whether we will go sailing tomorrow. For example, “if the
weather is sunny and the wind speed is less than 5km/h then I will go sailing”. We could translate
this statement as follows.if (weatherIsSunny == true && windSpeed < 5) IGoSailing = true;When
creating conditions, as for most natural languages, we can use the operator OR noted ||. Taking
the previous example, we could translate the following sentence “if the weather is too hot or if the
wind is faster than 5km/h then I will not go sailing ” as follows.if (weatherIsTooHot == true ||
windSpeed >5) IGoSailing = false;Another example could be as follows.if (myName == “Patrick”)
print(“Hello Patrick”);else print (“Hello Stranger”);When we deal with combining true or false
statements, we are effectively applying what is called Boolean logic. Boolean logic deals with
Boolean variables that have two values 1 and 0 (or true and false). By evaluating conditions, we
are effectively processing Boolean numbers and applying Boolean logic. While you don’t need
to know about Boolean logic in depth, some operators for Boolean logic are important, including
the ! operator. It means NOT or the opposite. This means that if a variable is true, its opposite will
be false, and vice versa. For example, if we consider the variable weatherIsGood = true, the



value of !weatherIsGood will be false (its opposite). So the condition if (weatherIdGood == false)
could be also written if (!weatherIsGood) which would literally translate as “if the weather is NOT
good”.Switch StatementsIf you have understood the concept of conditional statements, then this
section should be pretty much straight forward. Switch statements are a variation on the if/else
statements that we have seen earlier. The idea behind switch statements is that, depending on
the value of a specific variable, we will switch to a particular portion of the code and perform one
or several actions. The variable considered for the switch structure is usually of type integer.
Let’s look at a simple example:int choice = 1;switch (choice){ case 1: print ("you chose 1");
break; case 2: print ("you chose 2"); break; case 3: print ("you chose 3"); break; default:
print ("Default option"); break;}print (“We have exited the switch structure”);In the previous
code:We declare the variable choice, as an integer and initialize it to 1.We then create a switch
structure whereby, depending on the value of the variable choice, the programme will switch to
the relevant section (i.e., the portion of code starting with case 1:, case 2:, etc.). Note that in our
code, we look for the values 1, 2 or 3. However, if the variable choice does not equal 1, 2 or 3,
the program will branch to the section called default. This is because this section is executed if
any of the other possible choices (i.e., 1, 2, or 3) have not been fulfilled (or selected).Note that
each choice or branch starts with the keyword case and ends with break. The break statement is
there to specify that after executing the commands included in the branch (or the current
choice), it should exit the switch structure. Without any break statement the next line of code will
be executed.So let’s consider the previous example and see how this would work. In our case,
the variable choice is set to 1, so we will enter the switch structure, and then look for the section
that deals with a value of 1 for the variable choice. This will be the section that starts with case
1:; then the command print ("you chose 1"); will be executed, followed by the command break,
indicating that we should exit the switch structure; finally the command print (“We have exited
the switch structure”) will be executed.Switch structures are very useful to structure your code
and when dealing with mutually exclusive choices (i.e., when only one of the choices can be
processed) based on an integer value, especially in the case of menus. In addition, switch
structures make for cleaner and easily understandable code.LoopsThere are times when you
have to perform repetitive tasks as a programmer; many times, these can be fast forwarded
using loops. Loops are structures that will perform the same actions repetitively based on a
condition. So, the process is usually as follows:Start the loop.Perform actions.Check for a
condition.Exit the loop if the condition is fulfilled or keep looping.Sometimes the condition is
performed at the start of the loop, some other times it is performed at the end of the loop.Let’s
take the following example that is using a while loop.int counter =0;while (counter <=10){ print
(“Counter = ” + counter); counter++;}In the previous code:We set the value of the variable
counter.We then create a loop that is delimited by the curly brackets and that starts with the
keyword while.We set the condition to remain in this loop (i.e., counter <=10).Within the loop, we
increase the value of the variable counter by 1 and print its value.So effectively:The first time we
go through the loop: the variable counter is increased to 1; we reach the end of the loop; we go



back to the start of the loop and check if counter is <=10; this is true in this case (counter =
1).The second time we go through the loop: counter is increased to 2; we reach the end of the
loop; we go back to the start of the loop and check if counter is <=10; this is true in this case
(counter = 2).…The 11th time we go through the loop: counter is increased to 11; we reach the
end of the loop; we go back to the start and check if counter is <=10; this is now false in this
case (counter = 11). As a result, we then exit the loop.So, as you can see, using a loop, we have
managed to increment the value of the variable counter iteratively, from 0 to 11, but using less
code than would be needed otherwise.Now, we could create a slightly modified version of this
loop; let’s look at the following example:int counter = 0;do{ print (“Counter = ” + counter);
counter++;} while (counter <=10);In this example, you may spot two differences, compared to
the previous code:The while keyword is now at the end of the loop. So the condition will be
evaluated (or assessed) at the end of the loop.A do keyword is now featured at the start of the
loop.In this example, we perform statements and then check for the condition.Another variations
of the code could be as follows:for (int counter = 0; counter <=10; counter ++){ print (“Counter =
” + counter);}In the previous code:We declare a loop in a slight different way: we say that we will
use an integer variable called counter that will go from 0 to 10.This variable counter will be
incremented by 1 every time we go through the loop.We remain in the loop as long as the
variable counter is less than or equal to 10.The test for the condition, in this case, is performed
at the start of the loop.Loops are very useful to be able to perform repetitive actions for a finite
number of objects, or to perform what is usually referred as recursive actions. For example, you
could use loops to create (i.e., instantiate) 100 objects at different locations (this will save you
some code :-)), or to go through an array of 100 (or more) elements.ClassesWhen coding in C#
with Unity, you will be creating code that includes your own classes or use built-in classes. So
what is a class?As we have seen earlier, C# is an Object-Oriented Programming (OOP)
language. Put simply, a C# programme will consist of a collection of objects that interact
amongst themselves. Each object has one or more attributes, and it is possible to perform
actions on these objects using what are called methods. In addition, objects that share the same
properties are said to belong to the same class. For example, we could take the analogy of a
bike. There are bikes of all shapes and colors; however, they share common features. For
example, they all have a specific number of wheels (e.g., one, two or three) or a speed; they can
have a color, and actions can be performed on these bikes (e.g., accelerate, turn right, turn left,
etc.). So in object-oriented programming, the class would be Bike, speed or color would be
referred as member variables, and accelerate (i.e., an action) would be referred as a member
method. So if we were to define a common type, we could define a class called Bike and for this
class define several member variables and attributes that would make it possible to define and
perform actions on the objects of type Bike.This is, obviously, a simplified explanation of classes
and objects, but it should give you a clearer idea of the concept of object-oriented programming,
if you are new to it.Defining a classSo now that we have a clearer idea of what a class is, let’s
see how we could define a class. So let’s look at the following example.public class Bike{ private



float speed; private int color; public void accelerate() { speed++; } public void turnRight() { }
private void calculateDistance() { }}In the code above, we have defined a class, called Bike,
that includes two member variables (speed and color) as well as two member methods
(accelerate and turnRight). Let’s look at the script a little closer; you may notice a few things:The
name of the class is preceded by the keywords public class; in OOP terms, the keyword public is
called an access modifier and it defines how (and from where) this class may be accessed and
used. In C# there are at least five types of access modifiers, including public (no restricted
access), protected (access limited to the containing class or types derived from this class),
internal (access is limited to the current assembly), protected internal (access limited to the
surrent assembly or derived classes), and private (access only from the containing type).The
names of all variables are preceded by their type (i.e., int), and the keyword public: this means
that these integer variables will be accessible throughout our programme or game.Some of the
names of the methods are preceded by the keywords public void (e.g., for the methods
accelerate or turnRight): the void keyword means that the method does not return any data
back, while the keyword public means that the method will be accessible throughout our
programme.Some of the names of the methods are preceded by the keywords private void (e.g.,
for the method calculateDistance): the void keyword means that the method does not return any
data back, while the keyword private means that the method will be accessible only from the
containing type (i.e., Bike).Accessing class members and variablesOnce a class has been
defined, it’s great to be able to access its member variables and methods. In C# (as for other
object-oriented programming languages), this can be done using the dot notation.The dot
notation refers to object-oriented programming. Using dots, you can access properties and
functions (or methods) related to a specific object.For example gameObject.transform.position
gives you access to the position from the transform of the object linked to this script. It is often
useful to read it backward; in this case, the dot can be interpreted as “of”. So in our case,
gameObject.transform.position can be translated as “the position of the transform of the
gameObject”.Once a class has been defined, objects based on this class can be created. For
example, if we were to create a new Bike object, based on the code that we have seen above,
the following code could be used.Bike myBike = new Bike();This code will create an object
based on the “template” Bike. You may notice the syntax:dataType variable = new dataType()By
default, this new object will include all the member variables and methods defined earlier. So it
will have a color and a speed, and we should also be able to access its accelerate and turnRight
methods. So how can this be done? Let’s look at the next code snippet that shows how we can
access these.Bike b = new Bike();b.accelerate();In the previous code:The new bike myBike is
created.The speed is then increased after calling the accelerate method. This method can be
called using the dot notation because it is public.Note that to call an object’s method we use the
dot notation.When defining member variables and methods, it is usually good practice to restrict
the access to member variables (e.g., private type) and to define public methods with no or less
strict restrictions (e.g., public) that provide access to these variables. These methods are often



referred to as getters and setters (because you can get or set values from them).To illustrate this
concept, let’s look at the following code:public class Bike{private float speed;private int
color;public void accelerate(){speed++;}public void turnRight(){}private void calculateDistance()
{}public void setSpeed(float newSpeed){speed = newSpeed;}public float getSpeed(){return
(speed);}}In the previous code, we have declared two new methods: setSpeed and
getSpeed.For setSpeed: the type is void as this method does not return any information, and its
access is set to public, so that it can be accessed with no restrictions.For getSpeed: the type is
float as this method returns the speed, which type is float. Its access is set to public, so that it
can be accessed with no restrictions.So, we could combine the code created so far in one
programme (or new class) as follows in Unity.using UnityEngine;using System.Collections;public
class TestCode : MonoBehaviour{ public class Bike { private float speed; private int
color; public void accelerate() { speed++; } public void turnRight() { }
private void claculateDistance() { } public void setSpeed(float newSpeed) {
speed = newSpeed; } public float getSpeed() { return (speed); } } public void
Start () { Bike myBike = new Bike(); myBike.setSpeed (23.0f); print (myBike.getSpeed()); }}In
the previous code, you may notice at least two differences compared to the previous code that
we have created:At the start of the code, the following two lines of code have been added:using
UnityEngine;using System.Collections;The keyword using is called a directive; in this particular
case it is used to import what is called a namespace; put simply, by adding this directive you are
effectively importing (or gaining access to) a collection of classes or data types. Each of these
namespaces or “libraries” includes useful classes for your programme. For example, the
namespace UnityEngine will include classes for Unity development and System.Collections will
include classes and interfaces for different collections of objects. By default, whenever you
create a new C# script in Unity, these two namespaces (and associated directives) are
included.We have declared our class Bike within another class called TestCode. TestCode is, in
this case, the containing class.public class TestCode : MonoBehaviour {Whenever you create a
new C# script, the name of the script (for example TestCode will be used to define the main
class within the script; i.e., TestCode).The syntax: Monobehavior means that the class TestCode
is derived from the class MonoBehaviour. This is often referred to as inheritance.ConstructorsAs
we have seen in the previous sections, when a new object is created, it will, by default, include
all the member variables and methods. To create this object, we can use the name of the class,
followed by an opening and closing round bracket, as per the next example.Bike myBike = new
Bike();myBike.accelerate();In fact, it is possible to change some of the properties of the new
object created when it is initialized. For example, instead of setting the speed and the color of
the object as we have done in the previous code, it would be great to be able to set these
automatically and pass the parameter accordingly when the object is created. Well, this can be
done with what is called a constructor.A constructor literally helps to construct your new object
based on parameters (also referred as arguments) and instructions. So, for example, let’s say
that we would like the color of our bike to be specified when it is created; we could modify the



Bike class, by adding the following method:public Bike (int newColor){ color = newColor;}This is
a new constructor (the name of the method is the same as the class), and it takes an integer as
a parameter; so after modifying the description of our class (as per the code above), we could
then create a new bike object as follows:Bike myBike = new Bike(2);We could even specify a
second constructor that would include both the color and the speed as follows:public Bike (int
newColor, float newSpeed){ color = newColor; speed = newSpeed;}You can have different
constructors in your class; the constructor used at the initialization stage will be the one that
matches the arguments passed.For example, let’s say that we have two constructors for our Bike
class.public Bike (int newColor){ color = newColor;}public Bike (int newColor, float newSpeed){
color = newColor; speed = newSpeed;}If a new Bike object is created as follows:Bike newBike =
new Bike (2);…then the first constructor will be called.If a new Bike object is created as
follows:Bike newBike = new Bike (2, 10.0f);…then the second constructor will be called.You may
also wonder what happens if the following code is used since no default constructor has been
defined.Bike newBike = new Bike ();In fact, whenever you create your class, a default
constructor is also defined (implicitly) and evoked whenever a new object is created using the
new operator with no arguments. This is called a default constructor. In this case, the default
values for each of the types of the numerical member variables are used (e.g., 0 for integers or
false for Boolean variables).Note that access to constructors is usually public, except in the
particular cases where we would like a class not to be instantiated (e.g., for classes that include
static members only). Also note that, as for variables, if no access modifiers are specified, these
will be private by default. This is similar for methods.DestructorsAs for constructors, when an
object is deleted, the corresponding destructor is called. Its name is the same as the class and
preceded by a tilde ~, as illustrated in the next code snippet.~Bike(){ //add some code here;}
This being said, a destructor can neither take parameters (or arguments) nor return a
value.Static members of a classWhen a member method or variable is declared as static, only
one instance of this member exists for a class. So a static variable will be “shared” between
instances of this class. Static variables are usually used to retrieve constants without
instantiating a class. The same applies for static method: they can be evoked without having to
instantiate a class. This can be very useful if you want to create and avail of methods and
variables that can be used without the need to instantiate the class. For example, in Unity, it is
possible to use the method GameObject.Find(); this method usually makes it possible to look for
a specific object based on its name without having to instantiate a GameObject. Let’s look at the
following example.public void Start(){ GameObject t = (GameObject) GameObject.Find(“test”);}
In the previous code, we look for an object called test, and store the result inside the variable t of
type GameObject. However, when we use the syntax GameObject.Find, we use the static
method Find that is available from the class GameObject. There are many other static functions
that you will be able to use in Unity, including Instantiate. Again, these functions can be called
without the need to instantiate an object. The following code snippet provides another example
based on the class Bike.using UnityEngine;using System.Collections;public class TestCode :



MonoBehaviour { public class Bike { private float speed; private int color; private float speed;
private int color; private static int nbBikes; public void countBikes() { nbBikes++; } public int
getNbBikes() { return (nbBikes); } } void Start () { Bike bike1 = new Bike(); Bike bike2
= new Bike(); bike1.countBikes(); bike2.countBikes(); print("Nb
Bikes:"+bike1.getNbBikes()); }}In the previous code, we declare a static variable called nbBikes
that will be shared between the instances of the class Bike. Every time a new bike is created, the
value of this variable is increased, and the last line of code will display the total number of bikes
created.The following code illustrates the use of static functions.using UnityEngine;using
System.Collections;public class TestCode : MonoBehaviour{public class Bike{private float
speed;private int color;public static void sayHello(){print("Hello");}}public void Start()
{Bike.sayHello();}}In the previous code, we declare a static method called sayHello; this method
is then called in the Start method without the need to instantiate (or create) a new Bike, to
display the text "Hello". This is because it can be accessed from anywhere in the programme,
based on its public and static attributes.InheritanceI hope everything is clear so far, as we are
going to look at the concept of inheritance, which is very important in object-oriented
programming.The main idea behind inheritance is that objects can inherit their properties from
other objects (their parent). As they inherit these properties, they can remain identical or evolve
and overwrite some of these inherited properties. This is very interesting because it makes it
possible to minimize your code by creating a parent class with general properties for all objects
sharing similar features, and then, if need be, to overwrite and customize some of these
properties for the children.Let’s take the example of vehicles: vehicles would generally have the
following properties:Number of wheels.Speed.Number of passengers.Color.Capacity to
accelerate.Capacity to stop.So we could create the following class for example:public class
Vehicles{ private int nbWheels; protected float speed; private int nbPassengers; private int
color; public void accelerate() { speed++; }}These features could apply for example to cars,
bikes, motorbikes, or trucks. However, all these vehicles also differ; some of them may or may
not have an engine or a steering wheel. So we could create a subclass called
MotorizedVehicles, based on Vehicles, but with specificities linked to the fact that they are
motorized. These added attributes could be:Engine size.Petrol type.Petrol levels.Ability to fill-up
the tank.The following example illustrates how this class could be created.public class
MotoredVehicles: Vehicles{ private float engineSize; private int petrolType; private float
petrolLevels; public void fillUpTank() { petrolLevels+=10; }}When the class is defined, its name
is followed by: Vehicles. This means that it inherits from the class Vehicles. So it will, by default,
avail of all the methods and variables already included in the class Vehicles.We have created a
new member method for this class, called fillUpTank.In the previous example, you may notice
that the methods and variables that were defined for the class Vehicles do not appear here; this
is because they are implicitly added to this new class, since it inherits from the class
Vehicles.Whenever you create a new class in Unity, it will, by default, inherit from the
MonoBehaviour class; as a result, it will implicitly include all the member methods and variables



of the class MonoBehaviour. Some of these methods include Start or Update, for example.When
using inheritance, the parent is usually referred to as the base class, while the child is referred to
as the inherited class.Now, while the child inherits “Behaviors” from its parents, these can always
be modified or, put simply, overwritten. However, in this case, the base method (the method
defined in the parent) must be declared as virtual. Also, when overriding this method, the
keyword override must be used. This is illustrated in the following code.public class
Vehicles{private int nbWheels;protected float speed;private int nbPassengers;private int
color;public virtual void accelerate(){speed++;}}public class MotoredVehicles : Vehicles{private
float engineSize;private int petrolType;private float petrolLevels;private void fillUpTank()
{petrolLevels += 10;}public override void accelerate(){speed += 10;}}In the previous example,
while the method accelerate is inherited from the class Vehicles, it would normally increase the
speed by one. However, by overwriting it, we make sure that in the case of objects instantiated
from the class MotoredVehicles, each acceleration increases the speed by 10. We can access
the member variable speed from the child class MotoredVehicles because it has been declared
as protected.This point can also be illustrated using some classes in Unity. Let’s look at the next
example.using UnityEngine;using System.Collections;public class TestCode : MonoBehaviour {
public class Bike { private float speed; private int color; public static void sayHello() { print
(“Hello”); } } public void Start () { Bike.sayHello(); }}In this example, we have created a class
TestCode; this class inherits from MonoBehaviour; by default, this class includes, amongst other
things, a definition for the methods Start and Update; however, by default, these two methods
are blank; this is the reason why we overwrite these methods for the class TestCode (inherited
from MonoBehaviour) so that the Start method actually displays some information.There are
obviously more concepts linked to inheritance; however, the information provided in this section
should get you started easily. For more information on inheritance in C#, you
can .MethodsMethods or functions can be compared to a friend or a colleague to whom you
gently ask to perform a task, based on specific instructions, and to return the information to you
then. For example, you could ask your friend the following: “Can you please tell me when I will be
celebrating my 20th birthday given that I was born in 2000”. So you give your friend (who is good
at Math :-)) the information (date of birth) and s/he will calculate the year of your 20th birthday
and give this information back to you. So in other words, your friend will be given an input (i.e.,
the date of birth) and return an output (i.e., the year of your 20th birthday). Methods work exactly
this way: they are given information (and sometimes not), perform an action, and then
(sometimes, if it is needed) return information.In programming terms, a method (or function) is a
block of instructions that performs a set of actions. A method is executed when invoked (or put
more simply called), or when an event occurs (e.g., the player has clicked on a button or the
player collides with an object; we will see more about events in the next section). As for member
variables, member functions or methods are declared and they can also be called.Methods are
very useful because once the code for a method has been created, it can be called several
times without the need to re-write the same code over and over again. Also, because methods



can take parameters, a method can process these parameters and produce or return
information accordingly; in other words, they can perform different actions and produce different
information based on the input. As a result, methods can do one or all of the following:• Take
parameters and process them.• Perform an action.• Return a result.A method has a
syntax and can be declared as in at least two ways:AccessType void nameOfTheFunction (){
Perform actions here…}In the previous code, the method does not take any input, neither does it
return an output. It just performs actions.ORAccessType typeOfDataReturned
nameOfTheFunction (typeOfParameter1 nameOfParameter){ Perform actions here…}In the
previous code snippet, the method takes one parameter and then performs actions.Let’s look at
the following method for instance.public int calculateSum(int a, int b){ return (a+b);}In the
previous code:The method is of type public: there are no access restrictions.The method will
return an integer.The name of the method is calculateSum.The method takes two arguments
(i.e., integer parameters).The method returns the sum of the two parameters which are referred
to as a and b within this method.A method can be called using the () operator, as
follows:nameOfTheFunction1();nameOfTheFunction2(value);int test =
nameOfTheFunction3(value);In the previous code, a method is called with no parameter (line 1),
or with a parameter (line 2). In the third example (line 3), a variable called test will be set with the
value returned by the method nameOfTheFunction3.You may, and we will get to this later, have
different methods in a class with the exact same name but that take different types of
parameters. This is often referred as polymorphism, as the method literally takes different forms
and can process information differently based on the information (e.g., type of data)
provided.Accessing methods and access modifiersAs we have seen previously, in C# there are
different types of access modifiers. These modifiers specify from where a method can be called
and can be public (no restricted access), protected (access is limited to the containing class or
types derived from this class), internal (access is limited to the current assembly), protected
internal (we won’t use this access type in this book), and private (i.e., access is limited to the
containing type). C# 7 has also introduced a new type called private protected where access is
limited to derived types within the containing assembly.Common methodsIn Unity, there are
many methods available by default, and they are called built-in methods. Some of these
functions are called when an event occurs. For example:Start: called at the start of the
scene.Update: called every time the screen is refreshed.OnControllerColliderHit: called
whenever the First-Person Controller (a built-in controller used to make it possible to navigate
through your scene using a first-person view) collides with an object.As we will see later,
because most of your classes will inherit by default from the class MonoBehaviour, they will, by
default, include several methods, including Start and Update that you will be able to override
(i.e., modify for your own use).Scope of variablesWhenever you create a variable in C#, you will
need to be aware its scope and access type so that you can use it accordingly.The scope of a
variable refers to where you can use this variable in a script. In C#, we usually make the
difference between member variables and local variables.When you create a class definition



along with member variables, these variables will be seen by any method within your
class.Member variables can be used anywhere in your class. These variables need to be
declared at the start of the class (using the usual declaration syntax) and outside of any method;
they can then be used anywhere in the class as illustrated in the next code snippet.class
MyBike{ private int color; private float speed; public void accelerate() { speed++; }}In the
previous code we declare the variable speed as a member variable and access it from the
method accelerate.Local variables are declared within a method and are to be used only within
this method, hence the term local, because they can only be used locally, as illustrated in the
next code snippet.public void Start(){ int myVar; myVar = 0;}public void Update(){ int myVar2;
myVar2 = 2;}In the previous code, myVar is a local variable to the method Start, and can only be
used within this function; myVar2 is a local variable to the method Update, and can only be used
within this method.EventsThroughout this book and in C#, you will employ events which can be
compared to a notification that you may receive on your phone. For example, when an event
occurs, such as the alarm going off (event), we can either get-up (action) or decide to go back to
sleep. When you receive a message (event), you can decide to read it (action), and then reply to
the sender (another action).In computer terms, events are quite similar, although the events that
we will be dealing with will be slightly different. So, in a game, we could be waiting for the user to
press a key (event) and then move the player character accordingly (action), or wait until the
user clicks on a button on screen (event) to load a new scene (action).In Unity, whenever an
event occurs, a function (or method) is usually called; the method, in this case, is often referred
as a handler, because it “handles” the event. You have then the opportunity to modify this
function and to add instructions (i.e. statements) that should be followed, should this event
occur.To take the analogy of daily activities: we could write instructions to a friend on a piece of
paper, so that, in case someone calls in our absence, the friend knows exactly what to do. So an
event handler is basically a set of instructions (usually stored within a function) to be followed in
case a particular event occurs.Sometimes information is passed to the handler about the
particular event, and sometimes not. For example, when the screen is refreshed the method
Update is called. When the game starts (i.e., when a particular script is enabled), the method
Start is called. When there is a collision between the player and an object, the method
OnControllerColliderHit is called. In this particular case (i.e., collision), an object is usually
passed to the method that handles the event so that we get to know more about the other object
involved in the collision.As you can see, we can deal with a wide range of events in our game,
and we will get to do that later on. In this book, we will essentially be dealing with the following
events:Start: when a script is enabled (e.g., start of the scene).Update: when the screen is
refreshed (e.g., every frame).OnControllerColliderHit: when a collision occurs between the
player and another object.Awake: when the game starts (i.e., once).Polymorphism (general
concepts)The word polymorphism takes its meaning from poly (several) and morph (shape); so
it literally means several forms. In object-oriented programming, it refers to the ability to process
objects differently (or more specifically) depending on their data type or class. Let’s take the



example of adding. If we want to add two numbers, we will make an algebraic addition (e.g., 1 +
2). However, adding two string variables may mean concatenating them (adding them one after
the other). For example, adding the text “Hello” and the text “World” would result in the text
“HelloWorld”. As you can see, the way an operation is performed on different data types may
vary and produce different results. So again, with polymorphism we will be able to customize
methods (or operations) so that data is processed based on its type of class. So, let’s look at the
following code which illustrates how this can be done in C#.public class AddObjects{ public int
add (int a, int b) { return (a + b); } public string add (string a, string b) { return (a + b); }}In the
previous code, it is possible to add two different types of data: integers and strings. Depending
on whether two integers or two strings are passed as parameters, we will be calling either the
first add method or the second add method.Dynamic polymorphismIn C#, dynamic
polymorphism can be achieved using both abstract classes and virtual functions.In C#, it is
possible to create a class that will provide a partial implementation of an interface. Broadly, an
interface defines what a class should include (i.e., member methods, member variables or
events), but it does not declare how these should be implemented. So, an abstract class will
include abstract methods or variables; which means that this class will define the name and type
of the variables, the name of the methods, as well as the type of data returned by this method. It
is called abstract because you cannot implement this type of class (it can never be
“materialized”); however, it can be used as a template (or “dream” class) for derived classes.
Let’s look at the following example.abstract class Vehicle{public abstract void decelerate();}class
Bike : Vehicle{private float speed;private int color;public Bike(float newSpeed){speed =
newSpeed;}public override void decelerate(){speed--;}}In the previous code:We declare an
abstract class Vehicle.We declare an abstract method called decelerate.We then create a new
class called Bike, inherited from the abstract class Vehicle, but with its own constructor.We then
override the abstract method decelerate to use our own implementation.Using an abstract class
just means that we list methods that would be useful for the children; however, the children will
have to define how the method should be implemented.The second way to implement dynamic
polymorphism is by using virtual methods or variables. In the case of virtual methods, we declare
a method that will be used by default by objects of this class or inherited classes; however, in
this case, even if the method is ready to be used (i.e., because we have defined how it should be
implemented), it can be changed (or overridden) by the child (i.e., the inherited class) to fit a
specific purpose. In this case (i.e., inherited method), we need to specify that we override this
method using the keyword override.The key difference between an abstract and a virtual method
is that, while an abstract method should be overridden, a virtual method may be overridden if the
base method (i.e., the method declared in the base class) does not suit a particular
purpose.Let’s look at an example:class Vehicle{protected float speed;public virtual void
accelerate(){speed += 10;}public Vehicle(float newSpeed){speed = newSpeed;}}class Bike :
Vehicle{public override void accelerate(){speed++;}public Bike(float newSpeed) :
base(newSpeed){}}In the previous code:We declare a class Vehicle.It includes both a protected



variable speed and a virtual method called accelerate. This method is virtual, which means that
inherited classes will be able to modify (override) it, if need be.The class Bike has its own
constructor; however, this constructor inherits from the parent’s constructor; this means that by
calling the constructor of the class Bike, we effectively call the parent’s (of the base’s)
constructor, using the syntax:public Bike(float newSpeed) : base(newSpeed){}We then create a
new class Bike that inherits form the class Vehicle. In this class, we override the method
accelerate using the keyword override so that the speed is just incremented by one.Workflow to
create a scriptThere are many ways to create and use scripts in Unity, but generally the process
is as follows:Create a new script using the Project view (Create | C# Script) or the main menu
(Assets | Create | C# Script).Attach the script to an object (e.g., drag and drop the script on the
object).Check in the Console window that there are no errors in the script.Play the scene.When
you create your script, by default, the name of the class within the script will be the name of the
script. So let’s say that you created a new script called TestCode, then the following code will be
automatically generated within:using UnityEngine;using System.Collections;public class
TestCode : MonoBehaviour{ public void Start () { } public void Update () { }}In the previous
code, the class TestCode has been created; it inherits from the class MonoBehaviour, and it
includes two methods that can be modified: Start and Update. You will also notice the two
namespaces UnityEngine and System.Collections. As we have seen earlier, the keywords using
is called a directive; in this particular case it is used to import what is called a namespace; put
simply, by adding this directive you are effectively importing a collection of classes or data types.
Each of these namespaces or “libraries” includes useful classes for your programme. For
example the namespace UnityEngine will include classes for Unity development and
System.Collections will include classes and interfaces, for different collections of objects. You
can of course create classes that will not be linked to any object, and used to instantiate new
objects.Coding ConventionWhen you are coding, there are usually naming conventions based
on the language that you are using. These often provide increased clarity for your code and
depend on the language that you will be using.Naming conventions usually employ a
combination of camel casing and Pascal casing.In camel casing all words included in a name,
except for the first one, is capitalized (e.g., myVariable).In Pascal casing all words included in a
name are capitalized (e.g., MyVariable).When coding in C# for example, naming conventions
will use a combinations of camel an Pascal casing depending on whether you are naming a
class, an interface, a variable or a resource.However, as a C# beginner, in addition to learn
about classes, methods, or inheritance, it may not be necessary to adhere completely to this
naming convention at the start, at least as long as you use a consistent naming scheme.So,
while it is good to acknowledge different naming conventions for programming language and to
understand why there are in place, and to keep things simple, this book will use a simplified
naming convention, as follows:Classes (Pascal casing).All methods and variables (camel
casing).Once you feel comfortable with C# and want to know more about the official naming
scheme, you may look at Microsoft .A few things to remember when you create a script



(checklist)As you create your first scripts in the next chapter, there will be, without a doubt, errors
and possibly hair pulling :-). You see, when you start coding, you will, as for any new activity,
make small mistakes, learn what they are, improve your coding, and ultimately get better at
writing your scripts. As I have seen students learning scripting, there are some common errors
that are usually made; these don’t make you a bad programmer; on the contrary, it is part of the
learning process.We all learn by trial and error, and making mistakes is part of the learning
process.So, as you create your first script, set any fear aside, try to experiment, be curious, and
get to learn the language. It is like learning a new foreign language: when someone from a
foreign country understands your first sentences, you feel so empowered! So, it will be the same
with C#, and to ease the learning process, I have included a few tips and things to keep in mind
when writing your scripts, so that you progress even faster. You don’t need to know all of these
by now (I will refer to these later on, in the next chapter), but just be aware of it and also use this
list if any error occurs (this list is also available as a pdf file in the resource pack, so that you can
print it and keep it close by). So, watch out for these :-).• Each opening bracket has a
corresponding closing bracket.• All variables are written consistently (e.g., spelling and
case). The name of each variable is case-sensitive; this means that if you declare a variable
myvariable but then refer to it as myVariable later on in the code, this may trigger an error, as the
variable myVariable and myvariable, because they have a different case (upper- or lower-case
V), are seen as two different variables.• All variables are declared (type and name) prior to
being used (e.g., int).
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